Phrasal verbs worksheets for grade 6
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Content Index Video: phrasal verbs Phrasal verbs Worksheet-2 Fill the blank with the corresponding phrasal verb: When everyone came unexpectedly, I hurriedly _____ some snacks. A. Put it up B. Put it together C. Put it out D. Put your savings on a learn _____ something in time of need. A. Put down B. Tedd C. Tedd D. Put Sunil's parents abroad. He's _____ his grandparents.
A. Brought down by B. Brought by C. Brought up by D. Brought on, _____ quickly. We have to go to a party. A. Dress down B. Dress up D. Dress out The bomb ______ in the small village, but everyone is safe. A. Blue up B. Exploded C. Exploded D. Blue put the lock screw, thieves _____ the door. A. Broken shut B. Broken open C. Broken up D. Broken out When he heard the sad
news, he ______ completely. A. Broke B. Broke C. Broke in D. Broke through Is _______ the solution to the problem? A. I thought the B. Realized off C. Realized D. Realized, Do Sunil and Anil _____ do well? A. Get along B. Get up C. Get down D. Get in The new medicine has helped me to ________ easily. A. Pull up B. Pull out A. Pull over D. Drag through the answer key:
Explanation: Combine = make available things explanation: Put by = save, set aside for future use Explanation: Raised and educated, took care of the explanation: Dress up = wear good / new / special clothes Explanation: Exploded = exploded Explanation: Broken open = open force Explanation: Broke down = collapsed, felt very sad Explanation: Figured out = worked out,
understood, found Explanation: Get along = enjoy good relationship Explanation: Pull over = back = here - a disease) Prev &lt; 1 2 3 ... 39 &gt; Next phrasal verbs Worksheet-5 Fill the blank with the corresponding phrasal verb: Prices of gasoline _____ again. A. He went to B. He went out C. He went through D. He went up _____ on the rope while getting down the mountain. A.
Hold the B. Hold the C. Hold off D. Hold up the players very _____ before the last match. A. Keyed by B. Keyed out C. Keyed up D. Keyed down Children should be taught to _____ from the fire. A. Keep it out B. Keep it away from C. Keep it away from D. Keep it off If you buy something, it's yours ____. A. For keep B. Keeping C. Because it keeps D. Keep the terrorists still _____.
What are the police doing? A. The Great B. The Great C. The Great D. After the Great Search for four hours, we ____ found the keys under the bed. A. First B. At the end of C. First D. I finally hope the snack I got _____ until evening. A. Last with B. The last one on C. Last in d. Last of my teacher _____ all mistakes; I'm sure I'll improve now. A. Pointed down B. Pointed C. Pointed
D. He pointed out, do not talk about things that are ______ . Just tell me the important things. A. Point B, out of point C. The point D. Up to the point of speeding car ____ the pedestrian. A. Ran out B. Ran the C. Ran through D. Ran it's pretty dark, please ______ the lights on this A. Pull up the B. Pull out the B. Turn off the C. Turn off the answer key: Turn off Response key:
Explanation: Gone up = increased Explanation: Hold on tightLy Explanation: Keyed up = tense and excited Explanation: Keep away (a) = do not go near Explanation: The constantly = forever and ever Explanation: At large = free Explanation: Finally = finally Explanation: Last out = sufficient Explanation: Pointed = shown = pointed , drew attention To Comment: Besides the point =
irrelevant, irrelevant Explanation: Ran over = knocked down, crushed (especially in vehicles) Explanation: Turn on = turn on = start the lights. Because of the prevalence of spoken English and informal writing, phrasal verbs play a central role in the English language plan in secondary schools. The printable phrasal verb worksheets grade 5-grade 8 not only keep students from
material and applying these multi-word combinations of verbs and prepositions or verbs and adverbs, but they also help tremendously increase phrasal verb intake, a large stock of commonly used phrasal verbs. Print our free phrase verb worksheets now and help kids start phrasal verb learning in style! Phrasal Verb Chart This phrasal verb diagram rolled out the nuance and
heart. There are two phrasaliga, each equipped with six popularly used phrase verbs and meanings. Cutting and glue activity This cut and glue PDF has students' interest in the heart. Here, the reports are cut off and glued with the right phrase spells. Phrasal verb learning goes up the notd. Pair Phrasal Verb with the word of meaning, enjoy your child's support, and change this
fun phrase-verb-matching PDF file. Help them generously as they meet eight phrase verbs with the correct meaning. Write sentences using phrase verbs, ignite your child's passion for learning phrase verbs. This printable fifth- and sixth-grade worksheet has eight phrase verbs that children use to write independent sentences. Practice is the key here! Complete phrases phrasal
verbs This full-on-sentence exexcise PDF, helped by diversity and discovery, creates a spark that feels fresh and life-like. Let your child write phrase verbs that record the reports in parentheses. Phrasal Verbs - MCQ This phrasal verb worksheet offers unparalleled teaching satisfaction. Children can choose which of the two phrase verbs is best supplemented by each sentence,
not as difficult as it sounds. Story using Phrasal Verbs The Story Cleanup Day has a lot of phrasal verbs built in it. Invite the children to mine the story for phrases and use some of these in their own sentences. The word get forms many phrases, and each has the meaning of chalk and cheese. Let children practice and perfect phrase lets you get . Phrasal Verbs in go Students
grades 6 and 7 go after the printable printable as they can learn the great member of the phrase verbs made of the word go and complete the sentences with the appropriate phrases. Phrasal verbs the look Instill confidence in the children, thus accelerated the achievement of the phrase verb. Help them as they complete the exercise using the right phrasal verbs for appearance.
Full phrasal verbs with prepositions Help the child achieve full phrasal verb potential by learning the prepositions used for phrase verbs. Join them as they find the missing prepositions. Three-part phrase verbs Encourage children hungry for more children to practice three-part phrase verbs as they help them stand out from their peers. The seventh- and eighth-grade exercises
have eight sentences with three-part phrase words. Transforming Phrasal Verbs into normal verbs, help children stretch their phrasal verb horizons, learning how to turn the meaning of a phrasal verb into a normal verb. See how your hard work and passion pay off! Detachable phrasal verbs Some phrase verbs can be separated, while some are not. This engaging worksheet PDF
provides children with enough practice to master separation while writing sentences. Make the following sentences using the appropriate phrase verbs. Select the answers from the options below. You may need to change the form of verbs. (stay away, break in, get on, hold it up, put it aside, pick it up, let it down, pull it out, pull it in, replace it) 1st Mom was late because she was
...................... in the office. 2. Since you do not know how to swim, I want you to
..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... from
the lake. 3rd You must ................................................................................................. some money for emergencies. 4. Students who behaved badly in class... ......................................................................................................................................................... with a strong warning. 5th Rani ................ some French during her tour of France. 6. Although Ramesh was very critical, his
family hoped that he too ................. 7. Burglars .......................................................................................................................... with the stolen delicacies. 8. Experience and confidence ......................................................................................................................................... lack of diplomas. 9.
He................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... well with your neighbors. 10th Thieves
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... through the back door. Answers 1. Mom was late because she was held up at the office. 2. Since you do not know how to swim, I want you to stay away from
the pond. 3. You need to save some money for emergencies. 4. Students who behaved badly in class were released with strong warning. 5. Rani picked up some French during her tour of France. 6. Although Ramesh was very critical, his family hoped he would survive. 7. The they gave me the stolen goodies. 8. His experience and confidence make up for the lack of diplomas. 9.
He gets along well with his neighbors. 10. Thieves broke through the back door. Door. Door.
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